
FARM BUILDING PANELIZATION 

IN THE TWENTY-FIRST 

CENTURY

R-Wall®

Thermal Composite Structural Panel
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Situation Background

Question: Could you have sold more 

buildings if your site time was reduced by 

2, 3, 4, 5 or more days? 

Answer: We can look to the post-WWII 

housing industry in Canada for an answer. 

Vets coming home; families starting; not 

enough houses and a critical need to 

speed up the building rate. 



Situation Background

“…a critical need to speed up the building 

rate.”

Does this sound familiar?

Farm building construction: We face a 20th-

century problem in the 21st century



Framing the American Dream

SBCA (U.S.) – Residential example



Panelization for farm buildings

 Several alternatives

 Each has a potential role and place in 

our industry

 Role depends on the location, service 

conditions, loads, available space, time 

constraints, appearance/aesthetics and 

– very important – budget

 Each has its own requirements



R-Wall® TCSP 
Thermal Composite Structural Panel



R-Wall® TCSP 
Thermal Composite Structural Panel

 2 x X structural panel c/w headers, 

backing, openings, girt blocks, cripplers, 

ext. sheathing and/or ext. rigid insulation 

depending on product type/model 

 Single or multi-core thermal insulating 

billet, bonded to ext. sheathing – your R-

value

 Urethane sealant - seals each cavity and 

bonds billet to framing members

 Electrical channels machined out per 

plan if requested

 Air-tight seal = no drafts



R-Wall® TCSP
Advantages

• Faster project completions

• Better utilization of scarce, high-skill trades

• Less weather dependence, especially winter

• Potential extended building season

• Reduced job complexity and overhead

• Product consistency – controlled manuf. environment 

• No material shortages; reduced material waste

• No (panel-related) waste material clean-up

• Specific to your building’s structural and thermal spec. 

• Not a generic “one size fits all” limited-range product 



What are the Thermal 

Requirements for Farm Buildings?



Codes/Guidance – Thermal 

 “Design the building to use energy efficient…insulating 

materials along with energy conservation measures…to 

minimize energy use and operating costs. Complete a 

heat loss/refrigeration calculation.” Agdex 714 – Order no. 10-089

Thermal Code Exceptions

 “…a building or part of a building where the 

environmental condition within the building is 

governed by the process, operation of the building or 

permanent openings to the outdoors or to unconditioned 

environments”  MMA SB-10, Dec,2016, 1.2.1.1.(1)(d)

 “…any building space which uses energy for space 

conditioning at a rate less than 12 W/m² “ (6.7kW or 

~23,000 BTU in a 6,000 ft2 building) “under peak 

conditions”     MMA SB-10, Dec,2016, 1.2.1.1.(2)(a)



Thermal Requirements

 No specific code numbers

 It’s a question you (and your 

customer) have to answer

 And it’s a moving target



What’s moving?

 Energy prices

 Feed prices

 Barn energy balance

The upshot of these changes is that the 

old guidelines (e.g. R-20/R-12) might 

not be valid today. And….air leakage is 

more important today.  Why?



Our customers are being buffeted as 

much as (maybe more than) us

 Electricity 1978 – 2.6¢/kWh; today - 22¢

 Broiler feed ~$250/t; today ~$300

 Corn 1973 $3.99/bu; today ~$4 to $5/bu

 Ventilation ~75% of bldg heat loss (NVENT); 

what happens if animal density cut in ½?

Where does this point us with respect to building 

envelope thermal resistance AND air tightness?



Final point number 1

“Fuel is cheap feed”

 That was the case in the sixties and 

seventies.  Is it still the case?

 A more thermally efficient wall system keeps 

more of the heat in.  This means less fuel 

consumed for the same feed conversion.

 This = profit for your customer.



Feed-temperature-building
A cold barn can make a big difference to our customers



Final point number 2

Barn energy balance

• NFACC draft codes – increased space per 

animal.

• US egg producers – plan to go from 67 in2 to 

124 in2 per bird.

• This means less animal heat in the barn – but 

there’s an offset….less ventilation.

• But – building shell losses now constitute a 

larger proportion of total heat loss.

• The thermal efficiency (including reduced 

drafts) of the shell takes on greater importance. 



Summary

 Production costs and best practices are changing.

 Building thermal requirements are changing 

because of economics; not codes.

 Our industry has to in turn change – how do we 

advise our customers what is best for them 

financially?  Do we see it coming?  Do our 

customers?

 Faster, accurate, precise, efficient and cost-

effective products get us there.

 Innovation is key to success in farm building.



Adieu

There is nothing in this 

world that some man cannot 

make a little worse and 

sell a little cheaper, and 

those who consider price 

only are this man’s lawful 

prey.



Supplementary 
Finding the Sweet Spot: Q = (A*ΔT)/R!  (Diminishing Returns)

 


